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CPC Test Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>ELT Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WWOL</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>April 5, 1992</td>
<td>0430-0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIMS</td>
<td>1420</td>
<td>April 6, 1992</td>
<td>0300-0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCKB</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>April 7, 1992</td>
<td>0530-0600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the publisher...

Harry Mayo and Dave Schmidt did a fine job at the 1992 Winter SWL Fest in Kulpsville, selling various NRC publications and recruiting two new NRC members. Other NRC members were in attendance and helped out, too. Thanks to all for making the NRC presence known.

The NRC is still looking for one or more NRC members to represent and promote the NRC at the Dayton (OH) Hamvention, April 24-26. Volunteers would deliver sample copies of DXN and other materials and help man an ANARC club table, and possible help conduct a listeners' forum April 26 from 11:15-1:00 pm. At the least, you'd deliver materials to the table. If interested, write to Topeka.

Log Corrections... Wayne Heinen is well along in his work on updating the NRC Log for the 1993 edition, and he is now accepting volunteers to assist in proofing log segments. If you'd like to help him by checking information for part or all of your state or area, write to Wayne directly at 4131 S. Andes Way - Aurora, CO 80013-3831. No computer is needed for the proofing.

BARD... The Bay Area Radio Digest is seeking an editor for the "Listeners' Travel Guide" section, which covers simple and non-technical DXing for readers in northern California. The editor would receive a free subscription and a $10-per-bimonthly column stipend. BARD is also seeking NRC members in northern California for schedule information and other data. Write to publisher David F. Jackson - 7172 Regional Street, Suite 274 - Dublin, CA 94568 for more information. A sample copy of BARD is $3.00.

They joined... John N. Ryer, Fairbanks, AK; Gary L. Pifer, Oceanside, CA; Brian J. Penney, Fishkill, NY; and Charlie Barfield, Pensacola, FL, who authored some excellent articles with Gerry Thomas some time back for the NRC, et al.

We've also received returned copies of DXN sent to John Topel, Torrance, CA, marked as 'Deceased.' Our sincerest condolences to his family and friends.

(continued on page two)

DX Time Machine

Receptions from the DX log of Max Waikins, Tecumseh, NE: 1923: Jan. 18: WLP, Cincinnati, OH; Jan. 19: WGY, Schenectady, NY; Jan. 20: WGM, Atlanta, GA; Jan. 27: WGF, Des Moines, IA; Jan. 30: WAAP, Wichita, KS; Feb. 1: WMC, Memphis, TN; WIAK, South Omaha, NE; Feb. 2: WOS, Jefferson City, MO; WMAJ, Kansas City, MO; Feb. 3: WQQ, Sacramento, CA; WJAZ, Topeka, KS; Feb. 4: WJAB, Lincoln, NE; Feb. 6: WDAP, Chicago, IL; WOAI, San Antonio, TX; Feb. 7: WBL, Anthony, KS; Feb. 8: WOAI, Pittsburgh, PA; WHA, Madison, WI; Feb. 9: KHJ, Los Angeles, CA; KGW, Portland, OR.

From the pages of DX News

50 years ago... From the March 14, 1942, DXN: Joe Brauner, Williamsville, NY mused that he once came within 5 stations of hearing every U. S. broadcaster, and he hoped with the recent FCC ban on new stations he might reach that goal.

25 years ago... from the Mar. 25, 1967 DXN: This issue was the last to be done by Dick Cooper... Wayne Plunkett managed to talk CBL into going off the air March 13 so that CJBC could be heard, according to Ernie Cooper, Brooklyn, NY.

10 years ago... from the Mar. 15, 1982 DXN: Advance orders were being taken for the 6th Edition of the NRC Domestic Log at $8.50 per copy... Ken Chatterton volunteered to be the Flash Alert chairman.
Contests

Promotion of the DX hobby through competitive listening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contest Standings as of February 1, 1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QSL calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nike Toszewski, Detroit, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earl Magness, St. Louis, MO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Dau, Jr., Iowa City, IA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Smith, Nashville, TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Kramer, Chicago, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Hardy, Aberdeen, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Hardy, Aberdeen, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd Brandenburg, Topeka, KS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Haskel, Fortville, IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A = total points; B = calls & province points; C = w/s & o/no cards; D = Most Wanted stations heard and reported to NRC; E = other new logs; F = 1st report of new station; G = stations back on air logged and reported to NRC.


Specify your mailing address and number of Logs ordered. Make out check or money order to: NRC. Mail to: NRC Publications - Box 164 - Mannsville, NY 13661 (NY residents add sales tax).

Bruce Elving's FM Atlas...14th Edition

The world-famous guide which has served FM DX'ers for over 20 years is now available from NRC Publications at the special price of $12.00. NY orders, please add sales tax.

AM Switch

Jerry Starr
C/O WHOT Radio
4040 Simon Road
Youngstown, OH 44512-1320

Status changes in AM stations, supplied by the FCC and listeners.

CALL LETTER CHANGES

Old call: New call:
650 KORL HI Honolulu KHHN
660 WOZI TN Memphis WEZI
690 WBXX WI Oshkosh WXCI
740 MDFZ OK Tulsa WJGI
790 KTVI LA Santa Barbara KSSJ
1150 CKOC ON Hamilton KMOX
1280 WKIQ NY Rochester WPXK
1290 WMRS MI Saline WXGB
1320 KZTO UT Salt Lake City KCPX
1420 KYND OR Coos Bay KYGG
1550 WFXA GA Augusta WTBY
1560 WRDJ AL Daleville WTIN

APPLICATIONS FOR NEW STATIONS

None

GRANTS FOR NEW STATIONS

1470 NC Greensboro: 5000/3400 W4

APPLICATIONS FROM EXISTING FACILITIES

820 WNYC NY New York: reduce night power to 1000 watts
1280 KDUR CO Eugene: reduce night power to 700 watts

GRANTS TO EXISTING FACILITIES

680 KBNW AK Barrow: relocate transmitter site

OTHERNESS

540 KJQI CA Costa Mesa: high power OP is on the air, station is now 25000/360 (21000 CH) U7
640 WRMOR MI Zeeland: missing from FCC "Silent List" has been found silent since 12-5-90
650 KUDD NY Orchard valley: license of this silent station has passed to new owners. As part of a bankruptcy proceeding, is expected to return to the air.
710 WKBX NY Smyrna: silent station has new owners and is expected to return to the air.
840 KQRP NE West Point; new tower and transmitter on the air (see AM Switch last issue) as of 2-27-92
890 WHRC NC Henderson: silent station is ON THE AIR (silent period was quite brief)
910 W1ASC NC Jacksonville: this long silent station has finally found new ownership and will be returning to the air.
1000 WHVH NC Garner: station is still ON THE AIR

Bruce Elving's FM Atlas...14th Edition

The world-famous guide which has served FM DX'ers for over 20 years is now available from NRC Publications at the special price of $12.00. NY residents, please add sales tax.
Domestic DX Digest - East

William Hale
15366 La Paz Avenue, #110
Victorville, CA 92392

DX Catches in the Eastern U.S. and Canada, with 24-hr. ELT

MEDIUM WAVE RUMBLINGS

• Just a reminder... submit your reports in the format seen here. Or close to it. Divide the
  loggings into the proper categories, in frequency order, and keep reports on one side of
  the paper. Deadlines for the next few issues are April 24th for Issue 25, May 23 for Issue 26
  and June 20th for Issue 27. Note these are Saturdays. If your report doesn’t arrive on time, chances
  are the loggings will be too old for publication. Some of what you see here was prepared and
  sent in a week early (so may be duplicated from last issue), as I had NO idea we were into the
  non-weekly schedule. And judging from comments included with several reports, others were in
  the dark, also. So we’ve got a good-sized column for you this time. See you in these pages soon?

• Usually items are taken from this column and recorded to the DDXD portion of the DX Audio
  Service tape. This time we have an item or two coming from the March edition of DXAS.

• A slight correction to my Autonum number which appeared in (I think) Issue 22. It’s
  353-3108. Sorry for any inconvenience.

• The first “West-Coasters” to check in since my taking on the whole country appear this
  week. Welcome aboard, guys. Next stamp, Dated. Hope to hear from many more of you.
  And Welcome Aboard, Dan Welton of Shalton, CT. Good report!

• Boy! Have we got a great column for you to enjoy (15+ pages)!! Thanks to all the
  reporters.

SPECIAL

550 KUSA MO St. Louise - 2120 0114 Good - fair with fair $ with C&W mx., 55 KUSA
slogan by veteran, St. Louis C&W DJ Dave Lea, so apparently no longer carries
IRON. (EB-GB)

580 KFXD ID Nampe - IS Business News Radio, so change your Logs. (BP-ID)

680 KKVY TX San Antonio - now simulcasting its C&W format on 106.7. Has
entered into a Local Marketing Agreement (LMA) with KMXX-FM and
KMKZ-AM (Vieston Communications) leasing the FM facilities. (JB-TX)

710 KMPX CA Los Angeles - as of April 1, will be "all-sports." (DXAS)

760 KSJL TX San Antonio - is now Urban Contemporary format, ex-CHR/hvy
metal. (JB-TX)

910 KVQV CA Hesperia - Listen for the High Desert Mavericks (Dodd's farm
team) here (and on satellite KIQQ-1310) beginning April 2nd. C'mon,
baseball season!! [Ed.-CA]

930 KLPY TX Terrell Hills - 2/18 Now these call letters, ex KISS. (JB-TX)

1000 KTOP OK Oklahoma City - 2/18 2359 Not DX by any stretch of the
imagination, but hrd with News/Talk 1000 elogan into full 16 at 2400, nx.

1020 KFFR AK Eagle River - Came on the air last week of February. Calls
First hrd 2/29 and positively ID'd for the first time 3/2 at 1400 AST. Upbeat,
Christian format. Even a few "Christian Rap" songs. (RC-AK) (My NRC AM
Radio Log has got this one as KNNS, changed from KCFA. Maybe AM
Switch will have an update with another call change to KFFR, as Rod
heard. - Ed.)

CKVH AB High Prairie - 2/23 0748 Strong with You're in tune with the North
Central Alberta Radio Network CFOX, CKWA, CKDA, CKDH, CLIV, CHLW,
UNIDS AND UNID HELP

740 UNID ?? - 377 2045 Heard under CBL with UC mx, what sounded like mention of satellite net, and Salt & Pepa rap mx. Noted again briefly u/CBL at 2155 with rap mx. Is WVEA perhaps running on free-power w/BK programming on Saturday nights? (BC-NH)


1120 UNID ?? - 2/6 0647-0650 Hnt overhander KMOX with wx with current temp of 70 (several degrees colder than here) followed by ads for J.L. Roberts and the Accurate Appliance at either 500-000 or 528-000 (had to work from memory as the car was moving, hi). Could be either u/BB or wanted WADN. (RIU-PJ)

1190 UNID ?? - 2/2 0520 With SS male signing Mexican ballad, but then ellapsed under KKR running IRN. KMU or KLCC with weekly pgm. Poor, then very poor with hit from 1143. (DP-HII)

1190 WLNB NY New York - may be LK-On's unid here in 3/2 DX News, as I have heard them with runways. (MS-CN)

1230 UNID ?? - 2/6 2008 Fair with Arkansas BKB. 2008 Mention of the Razorback Network (RD-A)

1240 UNID ?? - 2/6 2015 Fair with Arkansas BKB | the unid on 1230. KW, maybe? (RD-A)

1300 UNID ?? - 2/6 2010 Fair - good with Q1001 and CMX. Looped NNE/SSW. (RD-A)

1400 UNID ?? - 2/7 0229 Female with Dusty Radio 1300, Sounds of Gospel - GSM choir, then faded away. Waited until 0247 to see if it would come back, but never did. I think she said Dusty, but can't be sure. Who is this? All I am not for aught, though, because I logged WBF, which was new, waiting for a comeback. (GI-OH)

1400 UNID ?? - 2/6 0035 Stop with wrap-up of Oklahoma Sooners BKB postgame show. This almost makes me wish that someone out there would have sent me some network logs for Arkansas and Oklahoma this year! (RD-A)

1490 UNID ?? - 2/6 0734 Week with satellite oldies and 105 KG?? ID. I was thinking KGDB in Springfield, MO, but according to the copy of EM Atlas it has, doesn't match. Help, anyone? (RD-A)

1490 UNID ?? - 2/6 0734 Week with satellite oldies and 105 KG?? ID. I was thinking KGDB in Springfield, MO, but according to the copy of EM Atlas it has, doesn't match. Help, anyone? (RD-A)

1490 KSKS OK [?? - Ed.] - unid by BS-NE is this as Kool 106 isn't their ID. (SA-MB) [You didn't report a city here, Shawn, but my Log shows no KSKS, period. Not only on 1430, but not in Oklahoma, either as reported. Did I miss a CL change? It must be really cold up there. Can you straighten this out? We've still got an unid here - Ed.]

1440 WSGO NY Oswego - to solve my own unid of 1/19, the ID as Star 105 and Star 105 FM is this, which is now WGES-FM. They sometimes give both calls. (LK-ON)

1450 UNID ?? - 2/6 0515 Good with Mexican mx, SS talk, then at 0515 Non-stop back-to-back on every Sunday night for two hours only La Musica Mexicana (UNDA?) (Whatever that means? - Ed.) I am doing it just for you, you've got it EE, back - Mexican mx. Best South & East on loop. (SA-MB)

148 UNID ?? - 2/2 0550 With 1-800-??? TALK is our number on the Sun Radio Network. Talk of Japanese car price increases. Fade before ID. According to my call to the Sun Radio Network in Clearwater, it was probably WABB Mobile, AL or WLSL Shomokin, PA. (LK-ON)

1570 WPEP MA Taunton - is likely EU-NY's Silver City unid of 1/6. Nicknamed for reputation in silverware manufacturing. (BC-NH)

CJ200 - Star County C&WN mx pgm. Not in Log, but on for sure. (SA-MB) [Shawn is correct. This station isn't in the Log. But for those of you who have one and want to add this station to the 1020 list, they are 1000 watts days and 400 watts nights. Pattern info is unavailable at this time. They are owned by Nor-Net Communications, which also owns CKWA in Slave Lake, Alberta and seven other stations in Alberta and British Columbia.]
DX AND EQUIPMENT TESTS (tones and stuff)

620 WTRP
GA Le Grange - 2/24 0001-0030 Not heard. Too much WTWN splash and Cuban QRM. (JL-OH) ... not noted during several quick checks despite good null on local WRJZ. (SF-TN) ... Not heard. (AR-ON) ... Not heard. Too much WMAL splash. (WPT-DC) ... Test tried, but not heard. Mostly WSKQ atop frequency. (RO-MA)

630 WVVW
WX St. Marys - 2/10 0020 and 0024 Weak CIDs. (SF-TN)

650 KMTI
UT Manitl - 3/9 0230-0235 Tones starting exactly at 0230, way under semi-local KYAK with On Country Road C&W music and interview program with Dolly Parton. Also way under semi-local CISL playing Gordon Lightfoot. Byrds OL. 0235 Lost way beneath KYAK/CIUS. No marches or mix heard at all. Tried again 0255 - not heard, just KYAK/CIUS mix, even on SE loop. (RO-AK) [This is the first time I've ever heard, or heard of, any station carrying that CBS & W Shows!] (Ed.)

KMTI
UT Manitl - 3/9 0230-0245 Poor w/T, CIDs of KMTI repeated. Lots of splatter from KCR/C/JOB and some WSB audio. New for UT #72. (SA-MB)

KMTI
UT Manitl - 3/9 02309-0302 Fair to good with DX Test thru KRDK/CISL. VIDs, CIDs, polka and BBO mix. English polkas were similar to KRDX's Spanish ranchera mix. New for me. Was on my Much Wanted List for the contest! (BH-WA)

KMTI
UT Manitl - 3/9 Test 0230-0300 Tried for, but not heard. (RA-MA) ... Nothing heard except WSM. (JL-OH)

690 KUSD
SD Vermillion - 2/17 0305 Tentative, very weak over-under Larry King with one minute TTs @ 0303/0306/0310. Fifteen second TT @ 0313. (ETH-MO) [Times adjusted from CST - Ed.]

KUSD
SD Vermillion - 2/17 0310-0330 Not heard. Until w/REL & weak CBF. (BG-VA) ... Not heard. Only CBF. (WPT-DC)

760 WWNE
MA Leicester - 2/24 0405 Fair with CIDs under WJR. No sign of anyone testing during the rest of the hour. Had the hoped for maybe a VID from them with their 10 kw, but conditions were terrible for the second straight MM. (SF-TN)

WWNE
MA Leicester - 2/24 0405 Barely readable in partial null of big bad WJR. Test was similar to the one by WARV-1590 with VID, scripture reading and REL mix, but no CIDs noted by 0432 when tape ran out. MA #65. (REH-ON)

WWNE
MA Leicester - 2/24 0405-0426 Fair thru WJR with frequent IDs and REL format. (AR-ON)

WWNE
MA Leicester - 2/24 0400-0420+ Very good with VIDs, REL mix and readings from The Bible. (RA-MA)

WWNE
MA Leicester - 2/24 0411-0445 Fair over nulled WJR with DX Test. IDs as mentioned by Doxa of New England, AM 760 WWNE Leicester-Worcester. Gospel mix, Bible readings, IDs by Lincoln Hubbard. This is a special broadcast for the International Radio Club of America as requested by J.D. Stephens of Huntsville, Alabama. (MB-ON)

WWNE
MA Leicester - 2/24 0425+ (WPT-DC) ... Not heard due to WJR & KSJL. (SA-MB) ... Not heard, as I was listening for Worcester, hi hl. (Ed.-CA)

880 KHAC
NM Tse Bonito - 2/3 0300 Blasted through at 0300 with a very clear ID. I went ZZZzzzz shortly thereafter. (RD-IA)

KHAC
NM Tse Bonito - 2/3 0300 Over WCBS with code legal ID @ sign-off for DX Test. March mix, loud VIDs, too normal. (RO-MA) Verle received. (ETH-MO)

KHAC
NM Tse Bonito - 2/3 ttest. Reported as Window Rock AZ and AZ #25. 1st hour back on 8/22/75 when they were on 1300, before moving to 1110 and then to 880. Slpped my mind that they had also changed location. So, AZ is back to 24 hrs. Sorry. My first mistake in '72, hi. (REH-ON)

900 KALT
TX Atlanta - 3/7 0600-0630 Test tried for, but not heard. (RA-MA) Not heard. Too much fighting between CHML, XEW & CKBG. (SA-MB) ... Not heard here, too much CHML. (RCW-MI)

1020 WRIX
SC Homeland Park - 3/2 0200-0303 Fair under KDKA with IDs in voice and code, southern GOS, mix. Taking calls from listeners reporting reception in their area. (RA-MA)

WRIX
SC Homeland Park - 3/2 0200-0300 Nothing for the first half-hour, then a CID and TT at 0239 - VID and C&C. 0239 heard invitation to anyone listening to call in with test reports at 830225-9999. Wound up test at 0256 thanking everyone who called in including DXers from Vermont and Delaware. Mentioned using a Harris WX-10 transmitter and that their address was in DX News. Good - xmt over KDKA. (JL-OH)

WRIX
SC Homeland Park - 3/2 0200[?] Got this like everybody else [Not everybody!] - obliterating KDKA. Unneeded, report sent. (ETH-MO)

WRIX
SC Homeland Park - 3/2 0200 Nothing. Too much KDKA, KT&Q & CKVH fading in and out. (SA-MB)

1040 WSKE
PA Everett - 1/27 0210 Good under you-know-Who with CIDs. This one really got out well. (RD-IA)

1090 KTSN
CA Oakhurst - 3/9 0300-0315 Very weak steady tone, very beneath KING in tight SE null and regular pest XEPRS. Not enough for a report, no code, ID, or mix heard. KING occasionally atop XEPRS with Teletalk, ad for Showers Bank & Channel 7 TV. (RO-MA)

KTSN
CA Oakhurst - 3/9 0300-0330 Test tried for, but not heard. (RA-MA) Too much KAAY and KBOZ to get this one. (SA-MB) ... 0304-0320 Tried for, but not heard. Too much KING (news-talk) and XERPS (SS). Snippets of current CH/AdCon were underneath. Presumed CHEC. (BH-WA) ... Nothing heard. Only WBAL and an uniID with the slogan AM 109. (JL-OH)

WILD
MA Boston - 2/17 0232-0300 Some tones barely audible under WBAL. Tentative report & tape sent. (BG-VA) [Although reported city and state differ from what is seen here, I assumed this was the test you were talking about - Ed.]

WILD
MA Boston - 2/17 0210-0230 Fair with TTs, much code, and VIDs. MA #2. (GH-Oh)

WILD
MA Boston - 2/17 0230-0255 Despite Spring-like static crashes, good under KAAY with nearly continuous CIDs and TTs. (SF-TN)

WILD
MA Boston - 2/16 0228 Fair in slight KAAY null with nice CIDs. Had KAAY been off or on OC, I probably could've done a report on this. (RO-IA)

WILD

WILD
MA Boston/ Boston/ Boston/ Boston - 2/17 0205 CID and several DAs and CQs in code. Fair under WBAL. (WPT-DC) [Although Duluth, GA was the reported city (as others have, too), I've corrected it to Boston. I see that not only was this test listed as being on 1020 in the Test Calendar, but my Log shows NO station in Duluth, GA! What's going on with the test schedule, here?? Hope this is what you heard, Bill. - Ed.]

1190 WLDs
IL Jacksonville - 2/13 0200-0215 This guy is a daytime regular here, but I listened in anyway. And was surprised to find its CIDs so weak. I can't imagine this one got out very well [sic]. (RD-IA)
1230 KADA OK Ada - 2/15 0100-0130 Don't know if I had this one or not. DX News made no mention of CID's in write-up but pretty sure I had this one at 0144. Haven't gotten around to enhancing the tape yet to clean it up. Will report result next time. (REH-ON)

KADA OK Ada - 2/15 0100-0130 Not heard, only WNOR (BG-VA). Was this even on? Parked out WLR and expected to break through the clutter, but heard none, hl. (RD-IA)

1250 WMTR NJ Morristown - 1/27 0138 Week - fair with CID's heard. First and so far, only catch from Jersey at this QTH as I blew off WJU and didn't hear much of WJU-K. By the way, Bill, this is the correct city. There's no Cedar Knolls, NJ is about three miles NE of Morristown on I-287. I've been fighting this "Mailing address" vs "City-of-license" business all season. And every instance of there being a difference has been a test arranged by the IRCA. Write to them, hl. - Ed.

WTMA SC Charleston - 2/24 0300-0330 Fair - good over WTAE/WEMP with slow CID at 0305 - long 1 kHz T&D, ending at 0308 with annr saying the preceding test was for the IRCA. Lucky test. Tested at 0315. (JL-OL)

WTMA SC Charleston - 2/24 0314-20317.30 Strong with VID, unbelievably slow CID's and TT. All this on dry air during a break in Best of King. Nice of an NPSer to agree to something like this. (SF-TN)

WTMA SC Charleston - 2/24 0300-0330 Barely audible, under WTAE with CID's only. (RA-MA)

1300 WZZZ NY Fulton - 2/10 0145-0159 Only weak CIDs at 0145, 0153 and 0159. This makes up for the test I missed in 1990. (RD-IA)

1310 WJLK NJ Asbury Park - 2/24 0000-0100 Not heard. Way too much WMTG along with WDWO/un (WDGAWGGW?) stuff. The frequency... (JL-OL) ...

WJLK NJ Asbury Park - 2/24 Not heard. (AR-ON)

1320 KXOL OK Clinton - 3/2 Not surprisingly, not heard. Regular CHQM, Memory 7320 with stds. Also underneath CHQM with very tight KCTC also with stds. Rare, but occasional. Tried 0130-0145 and 0155-0205. (RO-AK)

KXOL OK Clinton - 3/2 0130-0200 Not heard. Too much WJAS etal. However, from 0130-0145 there was a weak dual-note piano unit. Signal repeatedly at 3-5 second intervals. Did anyone else hear this? (JL-OL)

1340 KGFW NE Kearney - 2/17 0200-0230 Tried for via tape recorder but not heard. Other tests of 2/17 not tried for. All was rare and I needed the sleep. (REH-ON) ... Not heard. (BG-VA) ... didn't hear a thing, and this guy is only 400 miles from here. Only KHNH noted has become somewhat of a past here. (RD-IA)

1370 KCRV MO Canadensis - 2/17 0615-0645 Not heard. Not a total loss as hrd for WA6 for first time and get enough for a report. Also noted WALK dominating for most of test period. (BG-VA) [So where's the WALK report? hl - Ed.]

WZAO WV Glen Dale - 3/8 0531-0531 Fair in WFEA null with TT. CIDs at 0531, 0534, 0545 and VIDs at 0538.9, 0539, and 0560. Zephyr Radio, WZAO, (PDF-MS)

WZAO WV Glen Dale - 3/8 0534. Fall with TT & CID at 0530.34 WZAO 1370 repeated at 0545. Under CFOK, new for WV #2. (SA-MB)

WZAO WV Glen Dale - 3/8 0532-0600 Fair over WSPD, WXXI, et al with DX Test. IDs as this is WZAO 1370 Kilocycles Glen Dale, West Virginia, CIDs, TTs, country-gospel mix, 0537 Announcement. This concludes the DX Test. The sign-on annn and start of regular programming at 0500. Heard in TT as WEIF, with city of license as Mountville. (MB-ON)

WZAO WV Glen Dale - 3/8 0532-0558 Mixing with WSPD with CIDs, TTs, many station liner IDs and into sign-on at 0558. Fair signal. (RCW-MI)

1450 KBBZ WI Buffalo - 7/11 Not heard. Only weak, semi-local KJAM. Tried 0200-0210 and again 0200-0300. (RO-AK)

1530 KPCR MO Bowling Green - 3/8 0430-0500 Weak on Test under WCKY with CIDs. The only audio noted at 0441, 0446, 0448, 0456. East-West conditions seemed favorable at 0510. (RA-MA)

KPCR MO Bowling Green - 3/8 0108 Good with CIDs hrd at 0106, 3112 & 0528. VIDs also hard after CIDs, also mix and comedy spots. Good signals, about 75% heard. Must have tested the whole 5 hours. What a station! Under WCKY. New for MO #8. (SA-MB)

1550 KPRC MO Bowling Green - 3/8 0514-0530 Heard poorly under WCKY with CIDs, Ray Stevens mix, and comedy bits. (RCW-MI)

1600 WAAM MI Ann Arbor - 2/10 0305 Fair with VID, IRCA mention, CID. (SF-TN)

516 YWA ON Petawawa - 3/8 2250 Good with alternating CIDs and tone. (BC-NH)

521 TVX IN Greencastle - 2/21 0156 NDB fair in "GF"-OH null. Uses 1000 Hz tone for IDs. IDs more often than GF, so there were times when IDs didn't overlap making for easy copy. Thanks to PC-VA for ID on this in issue 18. (REH-ON) ...

JHH -- 3/8 2009 Fair with CIDs. Checked later at 2245 and it was gone. (BC-NH)

10 MIDNIGHT TO 0800 HOURS ETL

550 KEYR ND Bismarck - 2/16 0300-0310 Super Gold oldies show feed, with local ads, wks, IDs as K-Fire. WGR off. Slight QRM from WPNW/WSVR, Mundsell, Venezuela. Only my 4th from NDI. (JR-NY)

570 WWNC NC Asheville - 2/1 0108 In, with it's (fade) degree at WWNC, WWNC a great way to spend your day. Over WDN. Rate, no WNA.

670 KBOI ID Boise - 2/17 0037 With Sonnie Raitt song, bit ID 67 KBOI, then that same DJ talking and listing the records played -- more AC mix. What satellite service is this? Fair, overlaid KUJA with Dr. Clemente simulcast of FM. (DP-HS)

740 WVLN IL Olney - 2/8 0158 Poor with WVLW/WEIL. ID under R. Rejoic/WAC. Thanks Chuck Reh for IDing a previous uniform ID logging of this. (JR-NY)

760 WWLC CHC Koln - 2/19 0445 Clear with some fade with no CB in sight with WHVN CHCM country, good morning followed by wks for the Avenon Peninsula and the three day weather outlook for Newfoundland. Local ads for the Avalon Mall. NF #1. (LK-ON)

750 KKL OR Portland - 3/3 0428 Network PSA, one for Multnomah County 9-1 service, ID When news breaks out, we break in! The Newsviewer never stops on KKL, Newsradio 750, when you need to know. Then this program is pre-recorded and back to Bruce Williams, [Bruce Williams is now? hl. Ed.] Fair with KGLU-760 off, local electrical QRM. (DP-HS)

760 KSU TX San Antonio - 2/24 0415 Poor - fair with ROK mix, KSLA ID. Under WJR. Trying for WYNE test, but will take this new one for TX #36. (SA-MB)

770 KSOB MI Marblehead - 3/3 0430 With ABC's Bob Britton's Moneytalk with net ads, slice 50000 watts, Holiday Inn-Crowne Plaza ad, Ralph Turner with wx from 770 KOB and back to Bob. Poor to very poor. (DP-HI)

780 WMRZ FL South Miami - 2/14 0315 Good over Cuba/WMWXQZ with Unistar NOS/AC. This is Danny Martinez on 790 Memories, WMRZ. Owned by the same group, same channel WQXZ. (EB-GA)

800 CLKX ON Windsor - 2/19 0511 With BSD mix and non-ETD as The Music of Your Life. Tentative ID by format, loop WSPW/LVNE and the fact that no one else had strong enough to get here. Clear in CJAD null until wiped out by CJBI at 0516. (LK-ON)

810 WGGY NY Schenectady - 2/14 0221 Good with WBAP splash with traffic reports from Boston and New York via satellite from Metro Traffic Control, local ads. (EB-GA)

890 KBBI AK Homer - 2/17 0303 APR New Age music pm Echoes in progress. You're listening to... KBBI Homer Public Radio. It's those minutes after eleven. Currently it's 5° in downtown Homer... and back to Echoes. Had once last year, and once this year. Fair with KNUJ-900 QRM. (DP-HS)

850 WPEN PA Philadelphia - 2/21 0236 Fair - poor with WPEN promo, then NOS mix. No WGBE/MMWV. (JL-VA)

860 CFACI AB Calgary - 2/17 0157 With C&W song, then KABL faded up and on so I heard it at 0155... or Country Coast to Coast - Jerry Lee's Great Balls of Fire. At 0205 Calgary weather, with a high of five, more C&W. Net list in IRCA Almanac ez CFAC. SS station also co-channel. Fair to poor. (DP-HS)

970 WNDJ WD Fargo - 2/16 0210 Fair in WMYW null with North Dakota wx and IDs. (ETH-MO)
980 WYFN
TN Nashville - 2/14 0215 Fair with WIVK splash with Unshakled. Inspirational music is found on WYFN Nashville legal ID at 0230 - light REL vocals. (EB-GA)

1070 KNX
CA Los Angeles - 2/8 0230 Fair - poor in WDJA null with wx. KNX Accu-Weather ID. One of my 25 most-wanted for CA #3. (ETH-MO)

1140 KZAP
NV North Las Vegas - 2/29 0310 Good with ROK mux. 98.5 and Rock 106.5/104.3 ID's & local ads. Ex: KLUC. New for NV #1. (SA-MB)

1160 KSL
UT Salt Lake City - 3/1 0313 In, more often with Jim Bohannon Show, KSL IDs. WOAI, WBAP, KOA and even KFI In at this time. Over non-ID AM 1160, from some bird. (JC-VA)

1200 WOAI
TX San Antonio - 2/10 0300 Fair with ID. (WPT-DC)

1240 KPOD
CA Crescent City - 2/17 0242. Poor with Classical. mx pgm, missed ID. At 0305 female with K????, I'm ???. It's five past twelve, then mx mentioning Crescent City. , Carol... on KPOD ~ Best of King. Now logged from both sides of mountain range! Overluder stn also with BOK. (DP-HI3)

1270 WXYT
MI Detroit - 2/11 0630 I was just sitting on 1270 listening for [SR5] in WTSN's null when, on the hour, out of the soup came it's time for the news on WXYZ. Detroit. (LC-ON)

1280 WQVE
LA New Orleans - 2/14 0155 Good over WWOX with black AC, Q-93's New Quiet Storm slogan at 0211. (EB-GA)

1300 WQOW
OH Defiance - 2/9 0605 Fair - good with low mx (mentions of Defiance, Fort Wayne and Lucas County). I've been after this one for a long time. (RD-IA)

1320 WCHY
GA Savannah - 2/11 0126 Good with fair $ over WHOI in semi-local WCHK null with C&W mx. Y-94 slogs. (EB-GA)

1330 KMPS
WA Seattle - 2/24 0617 Female saying... on 94 Country ~ a Restless Heart song. ID KMPS-FM. Ads for Sound & KING-TV 5, KMPS-FM Color Ract. Slogan mentioning AM 13-Hundred Seattle, Tanya Tucker tune. WA #7. Fair, overluder KDOV. (DP-HI1)

1310 WITX
IN Indianapolis - 2/14 0406 Fair under WIBA with it's 6 minutes after 4 at WITX, then - local wx. (RD-IA)

1340 WJFF
IN Herrin - 2/5 0159 Atop with WJFF Herrin ID - MBS News. Sign-off at 0033. (RD-IA)

1360 KWLM
MN Willmar - 2/7 0950 Good with news stories from Pope, Lac Qui Parle and Chippewa Counties. (RD-IA)

1360 KUJK
OR Hillsboro - 2/17 0527-0302 With Mexican mx., ... produced by KLIK AM 1360, Kah-oo-ah-ah-kah. Then female with This is 1360 KLIK, Hillsboro Oregon 1360 KLIK, your Weekly community station. We invite you to send your comments to P.O. Box 568... serving the Washington County area... SSB. Fair, overluder another stn with Mexican mx. KPOP under with NBC. (DP-HI3)

1400 KSPT
ID Sandpoint - 3/1 0759 Good with Keeping you up to date with news, this is KOSN-Sandpoint. New sign-on times, or are they 24 hrs? Not 1000 sign-on on Sunday as per Log. New for ID #3. (SA-MB)

1430 KLIN
NE Lincoln - 2/5 0559 Fair with The KLIN forecast... . third... gray predictor from Nebraska heard here. (RD-IA)

1420 WRGC
GA Columbus - 2/21 0120 Loud over WHK with NOS and ID This is AM 1420 WRGC. (JC-VA)

1430 WHBN
NY Herrodsburg - 2/5 0620 Good with C&W song and dual AM-FM ID. (RD-IA)

1420 WCOJ
PA Coatesville - 2/9 0529 With a Dan Hill song, then This is the WCOJ forecast followed by CNN News and sports. QRM and fade. (LK-ON)

1420 CKPT
ON Peterborough - 2/28 0636 News, the CCA Travel Report and weather, then 1420 CKPT and ~ an Eagles strong. Clear and strong, then fade by 0700. (LK-ON)

1430 WRTH
MO St. Louis - 2/22 0600 Just hanging around for [SR5] in a great jumble of stations and up pops It's time for the WRTH News, then ~ mx and fade back into the soup. (I didn't know they had a radio station as well as the book!) (LK-ON)

1440 WVEI
MA Worcester - 3/4 0455 Sports Final Trivia quiz, then legal ID as WVEI Boston and WVEI Worcester. Then into national news at 0500. Clear with some fade. (LK-ON)

1460 WYFY
FL Jacksonville - 2/21 0154 On top, during a break in CNN News, with Register to win a trip for two to Barcelona, Spain. Keep it on Rock 105. Then at 0200 WYFY Jacksonville, home of CNN Headline News. No longer simulcasts the FN? (JK-VA)

1480 WWWG
NY Rochester - 2/22 0655 Walk with the King REL show followed by mx for Rochester area and legal ID at .00. Clear, but relatively faint for the locale. I wondered when I'd get this as it's so close. (LK-ON)

1470 WMBD
IL Peoria - 2/7 0405 Local ID. CBS News, Tom Snyder on delay. In CHOW null. (JR-NY)

1480 WSAR
MA Fall River - 3/4 0549 Up from the soup with You can catch all the scores on your sports... WSNH followed by all the scores. (LK-ON)

1480 WSDS
MI Ypsilanti - 2/29 0608 Local ads at end of news, wx for Stuts County and then 1480 WSDS followed by C&W song I'd Die for You by Paulette Carlson. Up strong, then fade after 10 minutes. (LK-ON)

1490 CKAN
ON Newmarket - 2/29 0730 Good with local rx report, local announcements ~ oldies and TC. New for ON #69. (SA-MB)

1490 KXRA
MN Alexandria - 2/9 0719 Very good with recap of Little Falls-Alexandria HS BKB game of the night before. Fantastic conditions this morning to Minnesota, Wisconsin and South Dakota. (RD-IA)

1510 WHAT
PA Annville-Cleona - 2/9 0643 Weak with WHAT-ID, then ad for a bank that mentioned Lebanon County. (RD-IA)

1530 KMSD
SD Milbank - 2/9 0700 Good with sign-on. 1st time here. (RD-IA)

1530 KGBT
TX Harlingen - 2/9 0701 Fair with tail-end of sign-on. (RD-IA)

1550 WWBH
FL New Smyrna Beach - 2/21 0215 Poor, with mentions of New Smyrna Beach and JAZEZ mx. Sounds a little more than 85 watts?JUK-VA)

1550 WWNX
GA Thomasville - 2/23 0740 Ads for revival meetings at an area churchs and for the Believers' Bible Hour at 0800 that day, then ID as Life Giving 1550 WWNX then GOS mx. More IDs later. Clear as a bell like a local. No QRM. (LK-ON)

1560 WABC
SC Bennington - 2/7 0500 Sign-on w/Magic slogo, oldies mx. (JR-NY)

1570 WTYR
TN Soddy-Daisy - 2/7 0338 You're listening to WTYR, Soddy-Daisy, Tennessee during oldies show. (JR-NY)

1570 WPTW
OH Piqua - 2/4 0355 Good with fair $ with Atlantic Beacon/CHLO with Stereo 1570 WPTW slogan, BBD, YMCA PSA. Gave station address as in Log, now broadcasting In C-QUAM. (EB-GA)

1580 CHLO
ON London - 2/4 0345 Good ~ poor with Atlantic Beacon/WPTW with NOS/OLD. Cts at 0353. (EB-GA)

1590 KCWV
AZ Tempe - 2/21 0158 Promo for Country Music's Greatest Concert Driving Songs this weekend on KCW. Jx KCWV, three pigs underneath, Emmylou Hart song. Fair with KBLA fading up. (DP-HI1)

1590 KYOK
TX Houston - 2/5 0721 With 1590 Rap slogan, many ads, sports and traffic. ID 1590 KYOK In What's your favorite station phone call at 0730 - rap mx. (BW-OK)

1600 KTTN
MO Trenton - 2/26 0759 Very poor with WTTN Trenton ID. Alone on frequency for about 30 seconds. (SA-MB)

820 WHJH
RI Providence - 3/2 1555 Talk show about cutting the Providence school budget. (DW-CT)

940 KIXZ
TX Amarillo - 2/21 0849 Magic 940 KIXZ slogan/ID - oldies/standards. (BW-OK)

950 KXJK
AR Forrest City - 2/21 0850 With funeral notices, CST TC. Nice CID - news. (BW-OK)

1000 WHVW
NY Hyde Park - 3/2 1502 With Buddy Holly's Peggy Sue and Kool Gold 95 AM. (OW-CT)

1000 TO 1600 HOURS ELT
were absolutely BLASTING in, even 1 kw's, but the 'regulars' like WSJ and even WABP were nowhere to be found. Unlike a normal Aurora, even Cubans weren't strong. I think this is what Bob Kramer calls the Marshall Effect. (ETH-MO)

1160 WPVG MD Funkstown - 2/18 2002 Many IDs. Good signal. (BS-NJ)
1170 WPLX TN Collerville - 2/15 1835 Good in KVOU null with local ads, many call. (RJS-MO)
1180 WMYT NC Carolina Beach - 2/11 1804 Unn, but way atop channel, apparently on PSSA with ID in REL pgm. (RJE-PA)
WHJM TN Knoxville - 2/12 With preaching, way atop channnel, then ID at 1800.

1190 KJEM AR Bentonville - 2/14 1855 Good with ID at end of REL pgm. (ETH-MO)
1200 WOAI TX San Antonio - 3/1 2359 Very strong, with end of REL Crossroads. IDs as From deep in the heart of Texas, you are enjoying WOAI/1200, Clear Channel Communications, San Antonio. As loud as WOGL. (RJL-VA) [And as legal as all get-out!!! hi - Ed.] (ETH-MO)
1220 KZEE TX Weatherford - 2/5 2330 Good with conclusion of Weatherford Community College BKB - sign off. (RD-IA)
1230 KFPW AR Fort Smith - 2/9 1920 Blasting in, JAZ/oldies/BBD. AM Stereo 7-2-3. (KFPW-ID) by female. Still in @ 0030 - 5 hours later (ETH-MO)
KFPW AR Fort Smith - 2/9 2305 Fair - good with ID, TC and wx for the Fort Smith area. (RJL-VA)
WBOK LA New Orleans - 2/5 1977 Good with ID as Sunday 1230 WBOK. First Grannyovery from Louisiana at any QTH for me. (RD-IA)
WFAS NY White Plains - 2/29 1825 With Dusty Springfield's Wishin' and Hopein' and I'll sandall The New 1230 WFTS. (DW-CT)

1240 WATN NY Watertown - 2/16 2100 Poor, on top briefly, with IDs as WATN Watertown. (MS-ON)
CJON ON Bancroft - 3/6 1859 Fair with CBRQ ID and TC, clustered local ads, another CBRQ ID and TC @ 1900. No mention of CJON. (MS-ON)
1250 WGLT IN Fort Wayne - 2/9 2200 With MBS News, under/over WTAE with description of Winter Olympic events. (JX-VA)
1260 WSJAT KMM - 2/22 2227 Poor with SSL, under/over WWDC-MWDC. (KJX-VA)
WHDR NY Syracuse - 3/8 2200 Under/over WRJW in American CountDown, WWDC AU'd out. Syracure #4 at this QTH. (JX-VA)
WRIE PA Erie - 2/12 2300 Poked through WNXT/WDEN/CHIC with Erie's only real rock 'n roll oldies station - WRIE, Erie! - Hey, Bo Diddley. Thanks to Tony Fitzherbert for tipping us to their temporary non-directional operation. PA #100 for my 9th century state here, but first outside the Southeast. (SF-TN)
WCHV VA Charlotteville - 2/26 1955 With 1260 - WCHV and CNN News, then Talken; Only 45 miles away, but AU absorbing WWDC/WRIE this evening. (JX-VA)
1270 WTSN NH Dover - 2/19 1805 ABC News, then local news. (BS-NJ)
1280 WMRO IL Aurora - 2/27 1935 Good, atop with string of West Suburban ads, possibly the one heard earlier that had the slogan Don't it in the Burbs. (ETH-MO)
WADO NY New York - 3/8 1955 Very loud, almost at local strength, with SS programming. (JX-VA)
1290 KOIL NE Omaha - 2/16 1840 Strong with ESPN Radio promo, ID as Omaha's 1290 Col. (ETH-MO)
1310 WBRO GA Waynesboro - 2/22 2200 Obviously more than 38 watts with UC mx, wx mentioning mid-60's, etc. (JX-VA) [Wish Big Brother would start cracking down on these violators. But then, you guys wouldn't hear them! - Ed.]
WTXJ IN Indianapolis - 2/27 1920 Fair with Rick Nelson oldie, female with CLS, a couple of local ads & several mentions of CLS. 1924 EZL instrumental. New. (GH-OK)
1320 WARA MA Attleboro - 2/19 1806 IDs, news from Tom Rafferty. (BS-NJ)
1330 WZCT AL Scottsboro - 2/26 1823 Rose to top of heap with AM 1330, WZCT, then female with Alabama mx. 1825 ads for Food World and First National Bank of Scottsboro. (GH-OK)
WWRV NY New York - 3/8 1917 Assume this was them, with SS, since other NYC stations in loud at this time. (JX-VA)

1360 WDRC CT - Hartford - 3/8 1945. A surprise, a pioneer broadcasting station, in poorly under/over WXXI with WDRC-ID. WSAI missing this evening. WDRC #3 at this QTH. (JX-VA)
WKAT FL North Miami - 2/22 2130 With call-in show for kids in SS. Thought I heard WKAT-ID in SS. (JX-VA)
1370 WFEA CT - Manchester - 2/18 2127 Rock mx under WXXI. No WSPD at this time. (JX-VA)
1400 WWIN MD Baltimore - 2/9 2142 Loud, with W-Win and Janet Jackson mx, then GOS. Undercover unId. (JX-VA)
1410 WPPOP CT - Hartford - 3/8 1930 Good, with It's 44 degrees at Hartford at 1410 WPPOP. Under/over KGW-WELM. Hartford #2 here. (JX-VA)
KKLO KS Leavenworth - 2/14 1825 Loud with sologan ID only as Kansas City's Love 14 after local ad. (ETH-MO)
WRMN IL Elgin - 2/27 1920 Atop with a string of Elgin ads during Aurora. (ETH-MO)
WNCQ NY Watertown - 2/19 1822 ID & slogan The Best in Country Music. (BS-NJ)
1450 WOL DC Washington - 2/9 1959 Poor, with WOL ID and UC mx. (JX-VA)
WTBO MD Cumberland - 2/9 2125 Under/over WOL with Glenn Miller mx In The Mood then @ 2129 AM Stareo 1450, Maryland's Connection. Also, WTSN AM Stereo @ 2131. (JX-VA)
WCIC NJ New Brunswick - 2/19 1805 Poor → fair with local mx, mentions of The Garden State, New Brunswick and New Jersey. Annr said WTCIC Weather Center to follow after Sportsline. (MS-ON)
1460 WGNAT NY Albany - 2/7 2353 With 1460 (faded. A and C&W. Also heard mentions of 107.7 FM. Unusual, since DA does not go this way, I believe. (JX-VA) [Their pattern goes directly away from you, but has an itty-bitty lobe down your way. And they do have a 107.7 FM - Ed.]
1470 WQXL SC Columbia - 3/8 1827 With That's fada on AM 1470 WQXL → C&W. (JX-VA)
1480 KTHS AR Berryville - 2/9 1900 Good, atop with Your 24 hour stereo country station, KTHS, Berryville - net news. (ETH-MO)
WTHI IN Terre Haute - 2/3 2125 Good with C&W, promo for HI 99 (FM)
Nashville trip, local ads. (ETH-MO)
KBEA KS Mission - 3/2 1925 Fair, atop mx with ID into some kind of light mx. (ETH-MO)
WSAR MA Falls River - 2/29 1925 The Chiffons and One Fine Day. (DW-CT)
1490 KDRS AR Pargoud - 2/15 1805 Ad for furniture store in Kennett, Missouri, Big Country-ID. Called station. (ETH-MO)
WPXW VA - Hampton - 2/9 2020 With JAZ mx and mentions of WPXW Fund Drive for PBS and WPXW. (JX-VA)
1500 WGGT AL Alabama - 3/2 1810 Fair, along with Alabama's Favorite Gospel Station WGGT and many similar IDs. (ETH-MO)
KANI TX Wharton - 2/9 1700 Good, alone, no KSTP during Aurora. KANI Wharton-Houston ID after gospel. (ETH-MO)
1520 KSIB IA Creston - 2/27 1920 Strong/alone in weird Aurora conditions. Sign-off with mention of 1000 watts after possible REL. (ETH-MO)
WRSL KY Stanford - 2/18 1816 A man kept whisting into mike and saying JASL FM 89.9 and WRSL. Playing country music. Never heard the 1816 ad for something, couldn't make it out, then hrd no more. New for KY #30. (GH-OK)
WWKB NY Buffalo - 2/22 2300 Loud, with 50,000 Awesome Watts. The Eastern Seaboard's Christian Rock on Back To The Rock and You can hear us on the Niagara Frontier, and in Rochester, Syracuse, Albany (how? with WPTR-1540 so strong?), etc. Lots of formats for one station to have. BRN/C&B/REL. (JX-VA)
1550 WCLY NC Raleigh - 2/12 2146 End of BKB game. ID (Ex: WYNA). Good. (WPT-DC)
1560 WTAI FL Melbourne - 2/28 1824 Good with legal ID → Daynet. New for FL #20. (GH-OK)
1570 WILN IN Frankfort - 2/19 2001 Poor, surfacing briefly with CL ID thru music on frequency. (MS-ON)
WFLR NY Penn Yan - 3/8 1817 Good with That's your forecast for Finger Lakes County, 1570 WFLR, then C&W mx. (JX-VA)
Once again we are privileged to have a report from our man in Santo Domingo, César Obijo. He always assures me when he writes that “I am here to help”, with information, IDs, and translations. Thank you, César, for your recent comments on unidentified stations reported to IDDX.

**TRAN-ATLANTIC**

999 SPAIN R. Popular de Madrid 2/16 2159-2216 - Pop music, pips and Spanish news at 2200, weather, international news from 2211. SIO 343. [JB-NF]

1143 SPAIN R. Popular de Reus 2/16 2220-2224 - Spanish talk regarding Yugoslavia, more interviews. [f. 999. SIO 242. [JB-NF]

1161p BULGARIA Stara Zagora 2/20 0329-0333 - Presumed, with fast eastern European music on flute-like instruments. Heard this sort of music many times before, but no announcements heard on this occasion. SIO 232. [JB-NF]

1355 CLANDESTINE/SPANISH SAHARA Polisario Front Station 2/21 (no time shown) - Talks in Arabic over Arabic music. A Finnish contact tells me the station is probably really in the southern contested area of Morocco (thus ex-Spanish Sahara). I know that the SW transmissions from this organization almost certainly emanate from Algerian transmitters. SIO 242. [JB-NF] (As far as I know, the Algerian location for SW transmitters is definite.)

1367 SENEGAL Saint Louis 2/21 2153-2211 - Talk in African language, in French with report of Pope’s visit from 2200, regional news from France to 2208. Some transmitter problems cut signal off a couple of times. SIO 243. [JB-NF]

1413 OMAN BBC Relay 2/14 0023-0057 - Tail end of BBC news in English, off at 0029, picked up BBC IS at 0043, program in Indian subcontinent language, perhaps Urdu?, news then longer news update. SIO 242 at 0043, SIO 222 with Spanish QRM at 0055. [JB-NF]

1458 ENGLAND R. Cumbria - My logging of 1/17 is ENGLAND, not Scotland! [JB-NF]

1530 USA - My recent logging turns out to be Portuguese, but not a TA; it’s WDJZ running at 45 minutes past scheduled sign-off. Heard 2330-2344 3/7/1 with W3GZ and WCKY. [JR-NY]

1611 NETHERLANDS R. Nooitgedacht - My unid logging of 1/31 is indeed a Dutch pirate. This was heard and IDed in Sweden by Stefan Printz. [JB-NF]

**PAN-AMERICAN**

770 VENEZUELA R. Nacional, Valencia 2/15 0547 - “R. Nacional para no dormir, 24 horas” (RN for not sleeping, 24 hours), along with “Maria Isabel”, a popular song. [CO-DR]

960 CUBA R. Reoj, Guantánamo 1/30 0505-0100 - Fair with clock ticks, man and woman with news. Tone, ID, and “RR” in Morse code on the minute, new. [RSR-ON] (Robert, two R. Reoj outlets are listed on 960. While Guantánamo is stronger with 10 kW, the 1 kW Cienfuegos can not be ruled out - Jim)

1000 BRAZIL R. Record, São Paulo 2/21 2203-2306 - Portuguese talk mentioning São Paulo often, Brazilian music. Swamped by domestic QRM at 2306. SIO 222. [JB-NF]

1200 VENEZUELA R. Mundial Margarita 2/21 2311-2312 - LA ballad, usual “la hora en Mundial” TC. Nice signal tonight. SIO 343-4. [JB-NF]

1300 ARGENTINA R. del Plata, Buenos Aires 2/21 2312-2314 - Nasty mix w/WBZ and, I thin, another LA station, but was up briefly for 2 minutes with Spanish talk talk about the “campeonato de Argentina” but not sure of what sport they were talking. First time heard on anything less than a beverage. SIO 232. [JB-NF]

1450 BRAZIL R. Capital, São Paulo 2/21 2315-2320 - Beautiful signal, ID, ads, Brazilian ballad. SIO 344. [JB-NF]

1100 COLOMBIA Ondas del Valle, Cartago 2/15 0442 - ID after a romantic song, then another record of romantic songs, no ads. [CO-DR]

1190 LK’s unID (see DEUX 99-21) (I wonder if this might be WLIB, New York, WANN, Annapolis or WBM), Puerto Rico (which is shown as English/Spanish in 1992 WRLH - Jim)

1200 VENEZUELA R. Tiempo, Caracas 2/15 0449 - A male duet sings “Limelight” in Spanish. The time was given in the middle of the record. This is done by some stations so that their records are not copied, and if you do copy, you have the time the recording, sometimes the ID is added. [CO-DR]
MUSINGS OF THE MEMBERS

DOUG BEARD [KG7PV] - 640 7TH STREET NORTH - SPRINGVILLE, AL 35146

DOUG BEARD (KG7PV) - 640 7TH STREET NORTH - SPRINGVILLE, AL 35146

DOUG BEARD [KG7PV] - 640 7TH STREET NORTH - SPRINGVILLE, AL 35146

DOUG BEARD [KG7PV] - 640 7TH STREET NORTH - SPRINGVILLE, AL 35146

DOUG BEARD [KG7PV] - 640 7TH STREET NORTH - SPRINGVILLE, AL 3QL INFORMATION

JAMAICA: JBC Radio One; Port Maria, QSL received in 2 months for $1.00 U.S. postage. Partial data personal letter from Gladstone Wilson, Director. [RQR-ON]

CONTRIBUTORS


[CO-DR] Cesar Obijo, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic; Sanyo AM/FM tape recorder, Realistic DX-400, 4' loop, no TRF this time.

[BJ-NF] Jean Burnett, St. John's NF; Icom IC-71A, 30 foot attic wire.


Dallas Lankford wrote in to explain that shortwave broadcasts heard on false medium wave frequencies "are not images, but rather secondary intermodulation distortion (IMD) products.

Dallas sent me a draft article which I hope we will soon see in final form. In the article he explains 'if you observe any IMD products from an amplified MW loop during the on-air use, you can virtually be certain they are 2nd order products. Moreover, the second order products you will hear, if your amplified loop has any, are usually due to a frequency difference f1 minus f2 of the SW signals f1 and f2'. So, Tony Bernhoffer and others is an explanation for this, and Dallas article, when it appears, will provide some tips on how to remove or reduce this interference. Thank you, Dallas.

SELECTED DX PROGRAMS

This is a list of SWL/DX programs that frequently include special information of concern to Medium Wave DXers. This is excerpted from a list published in the 3/92 issue of DX Ontario (Ontario DX Association). All information subject to change without advance notice. All times and days are UTC, for example, 0040 Wednesday = 7:40 pm EST Tuesday. There are many other programs in the DXO list not shown here.

RXers Unlimited (Radio Havana): 0040/0240/0440 Wednesday, 0140/0340 Sunday on 1950 kHz. The Sunday program is not a repeat.

DX Partly (HCJB): 1907 Saturday 15270/21455, 0037/0237/0507 Sunday 9745/15155.


Jim

1210 VENEZUELA R. Anzadegui. Barcelona 2/15 0430 - "Anzadegui musical, doscientos minutos". They IDed at the end of a record and gave the time, continuing with pop music. [CO-DR]

1220 VENEZUELA Mundial Valencia 2/15 0456 - Many ads, emergency telephones, Tasca night club ("Tasca Cercereta El Poseidon"), ID, then pop music. [CO-DR]

1240 PUERTO RICO Humaco 1/26 0830 - "La Orientalisima con 5 mil votos de potencia" (interview with Josie Esteban y la Patrulla 15). Very strong here. ID = "Doce Cuarenta AM" (12:40 AM). [CO-DR]

1250 COLOMBIA R. Rejo, Cucuta 2/15 0524 - "Doce veinticuatro minutos en R. Rejo". IDed at the end of a record, then disco music. [CO-DR]

1300 VENEZUELA R. Rejo, Maracaibo 2/15 0206 - They only IDed as "Rejo" and disco music followed. [CO-DR]

1340 VENEZUELA R. Uno, Caracas 2/15 0516 - "R Uno dando la hora, la una y dieciocho" ID then a joropo, a typical Venezuelan song by a lady. Very strong. At the end of the song they IDed again, the time and more Venezuelan music. [CO-DR]

1350 VENEZUELA R. Pascua, Valle de Pascua 2/16 0118 - ID as "Nueve y dieciocho en R. La Pascua" between popular music records. [CO-DR]

1420 VENEZUELA R. Bahia, Puerto La Cruz 2/16 0121 - Heard their ID in the middle of a jumble of QRM, but they added Mas musica por R. Bahia very clear. [CO-DR]

1550 LK's unit (see DDXD 59-21) (I have no Caribbean stations listed here in French, so I suspect I am a domestic station with a Haitian program, perhaps WNTN, WAMA, or WRHC - Jim)

DUG BEARD [KG7PV] - 640 7TH STREET NORTH - SPRINGVILLE, AL 35146

Another milestone was accomplished with the addition to the list of QSL 4400 in the person of WNNZ-1350. 4433 was a sharp v/f from WZTT-1200-Test. Ray Arruda and I were racing to see who'd hit his milestone first. Ray beat me by 3 days as he radioed his views the very same day and age of this DXF broadcast is 07:00.

The result was quite good selectivity! The loop was very sharp, too. I could hear KLEC-1480 (70 miles) by nulling KBUR-1400 (1 mile) despite an angular difference of only about 30 degrees - the march was synchronous AM detection on Page 71. Too bad synch detection isn't a feature of the new AMAX Receivers. It could lead to a revival of clear-channel listening by the public.

EVRITT R. COOPER - 230 ANTHONY STREET - PROVIDENCE, RI 02917

Another milestone was accomplished with the addition to the list of QSL 4400 in the person of WNNZ-1350. 4433 was a sharp v/f from WZTT-1200-Test. Ray Arruda and I were racing to see who'd hit his milestone first. Ray beat me by 3 days as he radioed his views the very same day and age of this DXF broadcast is 07:00.

The result was quite good selectivity! The loop was very sharp, too. I could hear KLEC-1480 (70 miles) by nulling KBUR-1400 (1 mile) despite an angular difference of only about 30 degrees - the march was synchronous AM detection on Page 71. Too bad synch detection isn't a feature of the new AMAX Receivers. It could lead to a revival of clear-channel listening by the public.

CÉSAR OBIGO - CALLE ENRIQUE HENRIQUEZ 69 - SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

THANK YOU, Fellow members, THANK YOU, very much! I did not expect that by letter asking for an old IRC AM log I would receive such a valuable response. Some were even sent the logs even without asking if I had received any other offers! One of the logs has gone to my cousin who was very happy with it. And what a big buck it is. I sold a lot of books in it also, it is now sold out. I hear a lot of US stations but sometimes, I stay up late and then I can check what I am hearing. The most common US station heard here is WCEW-880, late at night. The next closest is WJAM with interference from a Valencia station with interference from a Panama station, sometimes WOAI-1200, etc. Using the log, I was able to ID WNN-940 & WWO-810 at 6 AM. The best so far was WJAM at 5:05 AM with the news at 5:10 AM AM. The log was an original recording, then "Perriada". Times are GMT. (I converted them to regular time but not the difference in zones - sorry-on-DX) I have just read the latest DX Bulletin (15/18/81) and I am going to sign up to DXing going sent in by ALAN MEMRIAN. You might be thinking why I haven't written on an item about that but it happens I have no car to visit the border which is far away from my home. I do not have a car to travel to far from here and my cousin car is not in very good condition for that trip through rough roads in a weekend. The Maltian stations are not heard here, only very rarely at night. I would very much like to do that, but can't. As of this writing, 2/21, I heard news that the Dominican government will close Radio Encubito for the programs which are being through a border to Haiti. Excellent the Newfoundland expedition was good. I wonder what everyone has the opportunity should do, write an article about what they did or did not that others might know about it. Again, thankyou to all who wrote and to those who sent logs. 73s
JERRY STARR - WHOT RADIO - 4404 SIMON ROAD - YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44525-2122

Just back from our annual trip to the Daytona 500 and a few more weeks being harried in the Sunshine State! Visiter JOHN BUKER in his beautiful new home, quite a climate change from NJ. Notes from the road: Heard WQAT-1570 back on the air w/Claes Welical. XY-00027. This odd situation. The station has very good coverage for such a high dial position. Pferred in the driveway to the WXL-1110 transmitter. For a photo of their impressive big mixer tower system, I noted that 1010 was empty on the truck radio, a pretty sure sign they were silent. I also noted that they have the high-powered 1510 on the air. Looks like they are coming back. That is the only one present on the air. While passing through construction areas N/S 56 of Charlotte on I-78, I noted several little solar-powered trailers with electric signs. This was quite a change from what I had seen there. Also, there were no signs, I tuned to 1610 and there they were. And they were playing MUSIC! That’s right, about 30 seconds of an UND compu followed by a ‘generator’ over each of the two towers. How cool is that? Four days later, and still no sign of TIS! Driven over 100 feet of the WXL-1110 transmitter on I-85 near nothing on the frequency. I hear them on their last day of operation in 10/90, wonder what will happen this time? Also, a quick trip to the WNLN-1110, 1730 at Newsome. In the shack, an excellent building by one of MARK CONNELLY’s antenna phasers and installations. I also note that a D&B antenna installation in the area. They built a good opportunity to try out A L MERRIANS unit both had been at his home and was impressed enough to buy one of their 4’x6’ tower. Some power, some of the tower, various fine points have come to be a very interesting item of DX gear, probably around $200. Several new towers with all the local signs, although those are required to be displayed at the top. It looks like it will be in Darlington, SC this Labor Day weekend so I won’t be able to make the MOON session this year. Business before pleasure and all that.

ERIC BUENHOFER - 4868 OLDE MILL DRIVE - MARIONET, CA 93062-1159

Time for my occasional MUSE! KULQ-1360 became KAPL on 1/18/82 w/25 watt. The reason for KULQ’s demise were quite clear, sounding to much like its FM station. We noted the wall and the night-time house liked to get out of the way. And, with 3 miles away! KWMQ-1340 always got out better than 1380. Here in GA, WDR-1210 has joined the list of AMers in GA who are SILENT, they pulled the plug on 1/31 and 2/1 for quite some time. Somehow, they pulled the plug on 1/31 and 2/1 for quite some time. Nevertheless, their reputation is of a generator on 93.5, pulled the plug on its 1560 tower. The music is on and are now simulcasting OM/Bluegrass music on 1490/93.5. Re WPN: The calls are legally assigned to WPNL-1300, located in Doshier, is on 93.7. It is a PPM station, up and running. I’ll ID (I don’t think so-OHS). I’ve pulled out my oldies see WOTR-102.5 in anticipation of a format change. I am doing an X show on the Late Talk Radio Network (on WXL-1110, 1730, Transpacific) on Saturday at 2 PM. WPL-1200 (Frank Collins) and WNYD (Nex TV) are also clients. I’m currently working nine stations.

BEN DANGEROUS - 202 GOVERNORS DRIVE - WALTHAM, PA 19468

Dave, your mentioning of having borrowed my old Philco back in the 60’s jogged my memory a bit. That great old set was well used from 1936 to 1961 and is still in great shape, not having functioned for at least 20 years. With its 6 tube, it brought in lots of West Coasters back in the 50’s and got me started on TA’s in the late 50’s. It’s hard to believe the HX50 was still in use for over 30 years ago! While I miss my previous HX50, it would be nice to get back to my old Maccuro and Spain last month. Also, we spent the week of Feb 7 on Marco Island, FL. It was fun hearing at first hand the Maroccos so often heard over here. And, my old DX 300-3000 (KSO) does well by story from Spain to Tangier at the Strait of Gibraltar. The last time I passed was 12/45 on the way home from France, never expected to return. We drove down the coast again that further into Portugal, Marrakesh, NE to Fes in N central Morocco, and then back to Tangier and across to Spain. Morocco took a day. In Spain, we had an apartment at Torremolinos (near town of del Sol for a few days, then go to others. Daytime reception at Rabat, where Faro, Portugal, Seville and Cordiz, Spain, Tangier-1052, of course, Rabat-819, put in good signals. At oasis like Marrakesh, Sidi-Ben-Nour the nearest strong AM station on 540, but a night, Mauretanilla-1058 is a powerhouse. Found Sessas-Alou about 30 miles SW of Fes, near Mekez, and there are several combinations of towers there, as used by their stations on 612. 700, and 1350. Morocco is a big, modern (mostly) city and not as interesting as Rabat, Marrakech & Fes. In Morocco, the food is good, the climate in winter delightful, the people friendly, and the shopping not as bad as expected. I’ll continue with the rest of the trip in the next MUSING.

DAVE SCHMIDT - P O BOX 1150 - WILMINGTON, DE 19899-1503

First off, we had a very enjoyable time at the ARNAM/NASMA WINTERFEST in Kuluska, PA on 3/14, mostly making the table with fellow member HARRY MAYO, where we also did a brief talk on "DXing in Your Own Backyard." Before that, we did the ARNAM Wide Area Satellite Test and the ARNAM Compo-Test as well.

CAYE SCHMIDT - P O BOX 1150 - WILMINGTON, DE 19899-1503

February 11, we had a very enjoyable time at the ARNAM/NASMA WINTERFEST in Kuluska, PA on 3/14, mostly making the table with fellow member HARRY MAYO, where we also did a brief talk on "DXing in Your Own Backyard." Before that, we did the ARNAM Wide Area Satellite Test and the ARNAM Compo-Test as well.

CAROL M. CONELLY - P O BOX 1150 - WILMINGTON, DE 19899-1503

For the next few months, we will be having a series of ARNAM Wide Area Satellite Tests and ARNAM Compo-Tests. These are open to all ARNAM/NASMA members and non-members alike. The tests will be held on the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each month at the ARNAM/NASMA headquarters in Kuluska, PA. For more information, please contact CAROL M. CONELLY at P O BOX 1150, WILMINGTON, DE 19899-1503.